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Natural and Intuitive Deformation
Gestures for One-handed Landscape
Mode Interaction
Pranjal Protim Borah

Abstract

Embedded Interaction Lab,

The landscape orientation of smartphone offers a better
aspect ratio and extensive view for watching media and
photography. However, it presents challenges of
occlusion, reachability, and frequent re-gripping in onehanded interactions. To address these issues we took
the opportunity of deformation gestures to interact with
future flexible smartphones. A preliminary survey was
conducted to understand one-handed landscape mode
usage patterns. Then, the 1st study was conducted to
identify 3 most preferred one-handed landscape mode
grips. In the 2nd study, we gathered unique userdefined deformation gestures to identify the set of most
natural and intuitive gestures corresponding to each
grip. We also found 3 gestures that can be performed
in more than one grip. Finally, we discuss the influence
of the grips on performing gestures.
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computing~User studies • Human-centered
computing~User centered design

Introduction
Spatial properties and arrangements of elements
influence people’s aesthetic responses to an image
irrespective of portrait or landscape aspect ratio [3]. As
an influence of predominant landscape orientation of
Television (TV) screens and computer monitors and for
extensive view with maximum screen real estate [9],
this horizontal orientation (Figure 1a) is often used in
smartphone context for watching videos [10, 9],
recording videos [12], and capturing photographs [12].
However, it presents a variety of challenges, when
interacted with one hand. These challenges include
finger occlusion [6, 15], unreachable target areas [6,
11, 15] on large screen devices and the tendency of
dropping the device due to frequent re-gripping [11, 5].
Figure 1: (a) One-handed
landscape mode grip (b)
deformation gesture (Top-right
corner bend out) in one-handed
landscape mode.

A few studies have been conducted for comfortable
one-handed landscape mode video browsing [11, 18]
and photo browsing [1]. However, these existing
researches are specific to particular applications and do
not provide a generic solution. Deformation gestures
(Figure 1b) as an input method for flexible handheld
devices present a potential alternative to address the
challenges of one-handed landscape mode interaction.
They have the potential to provide high resolution of
input through eye-free interaction that is independent
of Graphical User Interface (GUI) [17] and provides an
optimal mean for quick continuous bipolar input [2].
Extensive studies on flexible handheld devices were
conducted to identify bimanual deformation gestures
[13, 14, 16] and to address issues of reachability and
occlusion in one-handed portrait mode [6]. Audrey
Girouard et al. had identified a set of deformation

gestures that was easy to perform in a variety of hold
scenarios in one-handed portrait mode [6]. However, to
the best of our knowledge, no studies have investigated
suitable deformation gestures for one-handed
landscape mode usage. In this paper, we present a set
of user-defined deformation gestures for 3 different
user-preferred grips for one-handed usage in a
landscape mode.

Preliminary survey on one-handed use of
landscape mode
The preliminary survey (by means of a questionnaire)
was targeted to build an understanding of landscape
mode usage, handedness of using a smartphone in
one-handed landscape mode, and difficulties during
one-handed interaction with the applications. 50
university students (34 male and 16 female) responded
with a completed questionnaire, between the ages of
18-32 years (Mean = 21.7, SD = 3.4). 44 (88%) righthanded and 6 (12%) left-handed users participated in
the survey. All the participants had more than 3 years
of experience in using smartphones.
Findings of the survey
Users prefer portrait orientation but often tend to adopt
landscape orientation for better representation of the
content of interest considering the adaptability of the
application. 52% of the participants indicated their
consent in often performing one-handed interaction in
landscape mode. Rest is equally divided into seldom
use (24%) and interacting with both hands (24%).
Majority of the participants (84.2%), who often perform
one-handed interaction preferred to use their right
hand, 13.2% of the participants preferred to use their
left hand and the rest (2.6%) had no preference.
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The most preferred set of applications in landscape
mode include video players, camera applications,
games, and document viewers. We observed similar
challenges presented in literature including unreachable
touch target (81.6%), difficulties in re-gripping the
device during interaction (78.9%), interacting finger
occlusion (47.4%) and difficulty to perform multi-touch
input gesture (34.2%). We also observed that onehanded landscape mode interaction is mostly preferred
in stationary situations (sitting or standing). In
addition, smartphones possessed by the participants
include 5″ (40%), 5.5″ (46%), 6″ (8%), and other
(6%) display sizes.

Study on User-Preferred Grip
The goal of this study was to identify the set of most
preferred one-handed grips for landscape mode
interaction. This study focuses on the right-handed
users due to the higher proportion of right-handed
landscape mode users (84.2% in the preliminary
survey) and the right-handedness in the global
population [8].

Figure 2: The most preferred
right-handed landscape mode
grips with at least one finger
available for interaction.

Task
The task required participants to demonstrate two most
preferred grips to hold a rigid smartphone with the
right hand in the landscape mode. The grips required to
be the most natural, comfortable and safe (reluctant to
the tendency of dropping the device) grip with
minimum finger occlusion.
Participants
33 university students (22 male and 11 female),
between the ages of 18-30 (Mean = 22.5, SD = 3.2),
participated in the study. All the participants were
right-handed with more than 3 years of experience in

using a smartphone. We made a verbal announcement
in the classrooms to invite students to register their
participation in the study. No remuneration was
provided to the participants.
Apparatus
The study was conducted using a “Lenovo K6 Power”
smartphone (5″ display size). The use of rigid
smartphone instead of a deformable prototype was to
avoid artificial grips [5] as users were not familiar with
the use of flexible smartphones.
Procedure
We performed a controlled experiment where each
session was video recorded with the participants’
consent. After the participants read the description of
the task, moderator verbally explained the same to the
participants. To ensure the demonstrated grips to be
natural and comfortable, participants were asked to
imagine and pretend using preferred applications for
which they had experienced the use of one-handed
landscape mode interaction for an extended period of
time (without dropping the device). They were also
asked to speak up the names of the applications and to
mimic similar inclination of the display for comfortable
view without occlusion. No content was displayed on
the screen to avoid any adverse effect of static content
(sometimes even irrelevant) on users’ imagination. The
participants were asked to keep one finger free so that
they can pretend to perform touch interaction on the
screen without any tendency of dropping the device.
This stands the safety of the grip and the notion that
future flexible devices will also continue to support the
traditional touch input method. Participants were asked
not to rest their right hand on an object (table or chair)
or any body part. This particular choice was made due
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performing the grips.
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to its potential applicability to both sitting and standing
position. Finally, we noted the top two user preferences
for further analysis. All participants completed the task
within 6 minutes.

Task
The participants were asked to propose most naturally
recalled and intuitive deformation gestures for each
grip A, B, and C.

Results
A total of 57 grips were recorded. It includes 33 grips
as the first preference and 24 grips as the second
preference. As shown in Figure 2 and Table 1, four
unique grips were identified based on the location of
contact between the smartphone and the fingers and
the purpose (support, balance, and interact) of the
involved fingers. All the participants (100%) performed
Grip-A as the first preferred grip while 30%, 28%, and
15% participants performed Grip-B, Grip-C, and Grip-D
respectively as the second preferred grip (Figure 3). We
selected the 3 most preferred grips for our next study.

Participants
30 university students (20 male, 10 female), between
the ages of 18-32 (Mean = 22.4, SD = 3.6)
participated in the study. All the participants were
right-handed with no prior experience of using a flexible
handheld device. We made a verbal announcement in
the classrooms to invite students to register for their
participation in the study. There were no common
participants from the previous study. No remuneration
was provided for their participation.

Grip

Support

Balance

Interact

A

Middle, Ring
and Little finger

Index finger

Thumb

B

Thumb

Middle and/or
Ring finger

finger

C

Index, Middle,
Ring and Little
finger

None

Thumb

D

Index, Middle,
Ring and Little
finger

Thumb
(Occasionally)

Thumb

Index

Table 1: Purpose of the fingers involved in the grips

Study on User-defined Deformation Gesture
This study was aimed to identify the set of most natural
and intuitive deformation gestures with potential to
address the challenges of one-handed landscape mode
interaction.

Apparatus
The study was conducted using a mockup prototype
(Figure 1b) made of flexible PVC sheet (1.5mm
thickness) sandwiched between two foam rubber sheets
(3mm thickness). Deformability introduces challenges
to the development of the mockup in terms of weight
and flexibility ratio. The dimension (14.2cm x 7.2cm x
0.8 cm) of the prototype was selected to resemble the
dimension of a state of art smartphone of display size
5″ (with bezel) and 5.5″ (thin bezel). However, the
weight resemblance was not incorporated to retain the
flexible property of the mockup. We were more
concerned about the flexibility of the prototype than its
weight for better agreement of the gestures [14].
Procedure
We conducted a controlled study where each session
was video recorded with the consent of participants for
further analysis. After the participants read the
description of the task, the moderator demonstrated
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in each grip.
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Figure 5: Mean of gestures
proposed in each grip.

the selected grips and two-handed deformation gesture
(folding the display vertically) using the mockup. We
devoted a minimum of 10 minutes to each participant
to experience the grips and interact with the mockup
until they were ready to start the study. All participants
completed the task within 20 minutes. To ensure
intuitiveness (relatively effortless [4] with reduced
cognitive load and deliberation [7]), participants were
asked to propose referent independent gestures. In
addition, the locations of deformation need to be easily
reachable without switching the grip or compromising
the safety of the grip. The participants were also asked
to perform the gestures without resting the right hand
on an object or any body part. There was no restriction
on the number of gestures proposed by the
participants. The sequence of the grips presented to the
participants was randomized in order to equalize the
effects of gestures proposed in the previous grip. We
considered the most spontaneously derived [7] and
possibly automatic [4] gesture to be the most intuitive
gesture. Accordingly, intuitiveness scores (maximum 7
and minimum 0) were assigned to the gestures based
on the order in which they were proposed. We defined
naturalness of a gesture as the frequency [7] of
participants proposing the same gesture.
Results
30 participants proposed a total of 367 gestures. All
participants proposed 1 to 7 gestures for each grip
except for one participant (p-13) who was unable to
offer any gesture for Grip-B and another participant (p27) proposed 8 gestures for Grip-C. Figure 4 and 5
shows the number of gestures proposed in each grip.
Later, we identified respectively 18, 15, and 20 unique
gestures proposed for Grip-A, Grip-B, and Grip-C.
Unique deformation gestures were identified based on

the location of initiating the deformation (top, bottom,
left, right, corner, side, diagonal- along a diagonal line,
horizontal- along the horizontal axis, and vertical- along
the vertical axis), type of deformation (bend, fold when touches the opposite surface, and roll) and
direction of deformation (in – movement of edges/
corners towards the user and out – movement of
edges/corners away from the user). This classification
of deformation gestures based on location and type of
deformation is similar to previous studies [6, 14, 16]
except for the direction of deformation. While proposing
the deformation gestures, most of the users referred
the directions as in/out (sometimes inward/outward).
This inspired us to use the words “in” and “out” (also
used in [2]) to match users’ mental model and to avoid
confusion as reported in the literature [6]. Accordingly,
the names of the deformation gestures also consist of
location, type, and direction of deformation. For
instance, in the gesture name “Top-right corner bend
in”, “top-right corner” is the location; “bend” is the type
of deformation and “in” is the direction of deformation
towards the user. We used the frequency and mean
intuitiveness score of gestures to confirm the final set
of most natural and intuitive user-defined deformation
gestures. The final set contains gestures with higher
frequency (F ≥ 15) and mean intuitiveness score (MI ≥
3). Hence, the final catalogue of gestures contains
respectively 4, 3, and 3 gestures for Grip-A, Grip-B,
and Grip-C (Figure 6). Here “Horizontal bend in” (GripA, B and C), “Top-right corner bend in” (Grip-A and C)
and “Horizontal fold in” (Grip-A and B) gestures were
proposed for multiple grips.
We collected individual intuitiveness scores of the
participants corresponding to the gestures in each grip.
Since the collected data are not normally distributed,
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Grip

we applied non-parametric tests (Friedman Test and
Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test) to interpret the influence
of grips on the intuitiveness of gesture location, type,
and direction as shown in Table 2.

A
B
C

Significantly (p<.05) intuitive
Location
Type of
Direction
deformation
Corner
Side
Top-right
Top-right

Left
-

Bend

in
in

Table 2: Intuitive location, type, and direction of deformation.

Discussion

Figure 6: Final set of user-defined
gestures in (a) Grip-A, (b) Grip-B,
and (c) Grip-C (F represents
frequency and MI represents
mean intuitiveness score)

Both the user studies produced useful insight about
how participants prefer to hold and interact with the
right hand in landscape mode. Observing the recorded
videos comprehensively, we noticed that participants
were familiar with all the grips but switching between
Grip-A and Grip-C seemed to be more effortless. We
found “Horizontal bend in” gesture to be the most
naturally occurring and intuitive gesture that can be
performed in all the three grips. “Top-right corner bend
in” and “Horizontal fold in” are relatively more natural
and intuitive to perform in more than one grip. These
gestures can be mapped to referents of equal priority in
respective grips. In Grip-A and C (Table 2), location
“Top-right corner” and direction “in” are more intuitive.
Similar findings were also reported in portrait mode in
[6]. In Grip-B, location “Left side” is more intuitive as
right corners are primarily involved in gripping the
device. In Grip-C, type of deformation “bend” is more
intuitive as holding the mockup on the palm of the
hand restricted the participants to perform fold gesture.

The range of distinct gestures proposed in each grip
was influenced by the control over the grip during
deformation. Control over the grip during interaction
can be described by the number of fingers involved in
support and balance (Table 1). Maximum control was
observed in Grip-C followed by Grip-A and then Grip-B
during deformation. This allowed users to propose
maximum (20 unique gestures) gestures in Grip-C with
comparatively richer naturalness and intuitiveness.

Conclusion
In this paper, we present a set of user-defined
deformation gestures for right-handed landscape mode
interaction. We conducted the 1st study to identify 3
most preferred right-handed landscape mode grips. In
the 2nd study, we gathered a set of user-defined
deformation gestures corresponding to the 3 grips.
Finally, we identified respectively 4, 3, and 3 unique
deformation gestures for Grip-A, B and C based on their
naturalness and intuitiveness scores. We also identified
that “Horizontal bend in”, “Top-right corner bend in”
and “Horizontal fold in” gestures can be performed in
more than one grip. We further discussed the effect of
the grips on the intuitiveness of performing
deformation gestures. We believe that this study will
provide valuable implications and reference in the
selection of deformation gestures for flexible handheld
devices. As succeeding work, we are investigating on
gesture-referent mappings for one-handed landscape
mode interactions considering the impact of occlusion.
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